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Abstract

The association analysis between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and disease or 

endpoint in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) has been considered as a powerful strategy 

for investigating genetic susceptibility and for identifying significant biomarkers. The statistical 

analysis approaches with simulated data have been widely used to review experimental designs 

and performance measurements. In recent years, a number of authors have proposed methods for 

the simulation of biological data in the genomic field. However, these methods use large-scale 

genomic data as a reference to simulate experiments, which may limit the use of the methods in 

the case where the data in specific studies are not available. Few methods use experimental results 

or observed parameters for simulation. The goal of this study is to develop a Web application 

called SITDEM to simulate disease/endpoint models in three different approaches based on only 

parameters observed in GWAS. In our simulation, a key task is to compute the probability of 

genotypes. Based on that, we randomly sample simulation data. Simulation results are shown as a 

function of p-value against odds ratio or relative risk of a SNP in dominant and recessive models. 

Our simulation results show the potential of SITDEM for simulating genotype data. SITDEM 

could be particularly useful for investigating the relationship among observed parameters for 

target SNPs and for estimating the number of variables (SNPs) required to result in significant p-

values in multiple comparisons. The proposed simulation tool is freely available at http://

www.snpmodel.com.
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1. Background

A single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is one of the common types of genetic variation 

among humans [1]. The prevalence of single nucleotide variation in the genome is about 1% 

[2]. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified many susceptibility SNPs 
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that show the evidence of association with common complex diseases or treatment outcomes 

[3–6]. As of April 2013, an online catalog of GWAS contained nearly 1600 publications and 

9900 SNPs that have associations with 1750 traits and diseases [4,7].

To identify disease phenotypes, disease models are commonly employed, using a genotype 

coding strategy. For example, genotypes AA, AB, and BB are coded as 0, 1, and 2, where a 

dominant model is coded as 0 for AA and 2 for BB and AB while a recessive model is coded 

as 2 for BB and 0 for AA and AB, assuming that B is the less frequent allele [8]. In GWAS, 

the odds ratio and relative risk are widely used to evaluate the significance of risk effect in 

dominant and recessive models [9,10]. In other words, the effect of a specific genotype at a 

SNP on the association with disease susceptibility can be approximately estimated by 

assessing the odds ratio or relative risk [11].

There have been many efforts to develop simulation approaches for genotype data analysis. 

Su et al. proposed a resampling algorithm, HAPGEN2, to simulate case–control multiple 

SNPs on a single chromosome [12]. GWAsimulator was designed to improve the speed of 

sampling whole-genome genotype data, using a rapid moving-window algorithm [13]. These 

simulators require existing HapMap data as a reference panel to generate simulated data. 

Terwilliger et al. simulated large-scale genomic data with a disease prevalence, risk allele 

frequency, and penetrance ratios [14]. His group has designed several freely available 

software packages including simQTL and DETECTANCE for genetic epidemiology studies 

(http://linkage.cpmc.columbia.edu/). National Cancer Institute (NCI) provides Genetic 

Simulation Resources (GSR) consisting of several available software tools for genetic 

research (http://popmodels.cancercontrol.cancer.gov/gsr/). A number of useful software 

packages including Haploview [15] and PLINK [16] have been developed to help analyze 

and visualize genetic data. Haploview is a widely used application designed to expedite the 

computation of linkage disequilibrium. PLINK provides useful tools to efficiently process 

large-scale data in whole-genome association studies. However, all the simulators 

introduced above simulate large regions in GWAS requiring a reference dataset and lack the 

ability to statistically estimate a single SNP identified in a given cohort. For example, when 

we have an odds ratio and its p-value for a SNP in GWAS analysis, we are able to know 

only the absolute importance of the SNP from the two parameters. However, the relative 

importance of the SNP (the extent of significance of the observed odds ratio and p-value at 

all possible ranges that can be obtained by the combination of other parameters of the SNP) 

is unclear. To address this issue, we propose new simulation methods that investigate the 

possible range of p-value and odds ratio (or relative risk) of a single SNP given observed 

parameters without using HapMap data. We introduce three simulation approaches for 

dominant and recessive models. Each simulation type uses different parameters, including 

odds ratio, relative risk, penetrance values, and the prevalence of endpoint in the population. 

As a result of the simulation, we are able to find the relationship among these parameters 

and p-values against corresponding odds ratios or relative risks.

2. Implementation

For a single genetic locus with two alleles (referred to as A and B in this study), three 

genotypes are possible: AA, AB, and BB. Suppose that A and B represent the major and 
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minor frequency allele at each locus, respectively [17]. That is, of the two alleles at a SNP, 

an allele with the less frequency of occurrence in a cohort becomes B. For a one-locus 

diallelic disease model using odds ratio (or relative risk) as a measure of association 

between a SNP and disease risk, commonly used approaches are dominant (AA vs. AB+BB) 

and recessive (AA+AB vs. BB) models [18]. In this study, we propose three methods for 

simulation of disease/endpoint models for which each simulation type uses different 

parameters.

3. Simulation type I

In this simulation type, we suppose that a minor allele frequency (MAF; denoted by α) and 

penetrance values are known. Using these parameters, we compute the probability for 

genotypes based on which simulated data in each group [endpoint (N) and non-endpoint 

(NE)] are randomly sampled. Suppose that p(E|BB), p(E|AB), and p(E|AA) indicate the 

probabilities of endpoint given genotypes BB, AB, and AA, respectively. Let fBB, fAB, and fAA 

denote the penetrance values for genotypes BB, AB, and AA, respectively. If Hardy–

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) conditions hold (i.e., p(BB)=α2, p(AB)=2α(1−α), and 

p(AA)=(1−α)2), we can express the prevalence of endpoint in the population as follows:

(1)

Using Bayes’s theorem, given an endpoint, the probabilities of BB, AB, and AA that are 

denoted by pBB, pAB, and pAA can be computed as follows:

(2)

Likewise, the prevalence of non-endpoint in the population is defined by the following:

(3)

Given a non-endpoint, the probabilities of BB, AB, and AA that are denoted by qBB, qAB, and 

qAA are expressed as follows:

(4)

Table 1 shows a probability table that summarizes all probabilities computed above for the 

simulation of endpoint models. Based on Table 1, pAA, pBB+AB=pBB+pAB, qAA, and 

qBB+AB=qBB+qAB are used for the dominant model, and pBB, pAB+AA=pAB+pAA=qBB, and 

qAB+AA=qAB+qAA are used for the recessive model. After the probabilities of genotypes are 

determined, random samples are generated using a random sampling function (e.g., 

“randsample” in MATLAB). That is, the number of patients who have or do not have the 
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given genotypes is randomized based on the probabilities of the genotypes. No other factors 

are randomized. Let N(pAA) and N (pBB+AB) denote the number of patients who have and do 

not have a genotype AA, respectively, in a disease group. For example, suppose that we have 

pAA=0.6, pBB+AB=0.4, and the number of patients who have disease=200. We perform 

“R=randsample(0:1, 200, true, [0.6 0.4])” in MATLAB and count the number of 0’s and 1’s 

from the output R that will be N(pAA) and N(pBB+AB), respectively. Likewise, N(qAA) and 

N(qBB+AB) are determined. Then, an odds ratio (relative risk) and its p-value are calculated. 

This procedure is repeated many times.

In the procedure to make the probability table, Simulation type I that uses Bayes’s theorem 

is completely different from Simulation types II and III that will be introduced in the 

following subsections. The difference between Simulation types II and III is that Simulation 

type II uses odds ratio whereas Simulation type III uses relative risk as a simulation 

parameter. Therefore, Simulation types II and III have similar deployment of equations.

4. Simulation type II

In this simulation type, it is assumed that an MAF, the prevalence of endpoint (K), and an 

odds ratio (r) are given for simulation. For dominant and recessive models, the probabilities 

shown in Table 1 are computed differently.

4.1. Dominant model

By definition of odds ratio in the dominant model, we have

(5)

Therefore, qAA can be expressed as follows:

(6)

By Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, we know

(7)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), we have

Solving this equation, pAA becomes

(8)

where
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Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6), we obtain qAA.

Now we have all four probabilities (pAA, pBB+AB=1−pAA, qAA, and qBB+AB=1−qAA) for 

random sampling.

4.2. Recessive model

Similarly, the odds ratio in the recessive model is defined as follows:

(9)

By Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, the following equation is held:

(10)

Then, using Eqs. (9) and (10), we can obtain pBB:

(11)

where

Similar to the dominant model, we can compute the remaining probabilities: pAB+AA=1−pBB, 

qBB, and qAB+AA=1−qBB.

5. Simulation type III

In this simulation type, a relative risk ( ) is employed instead of the odds ratio used in the 

simulation type II. There is a tendency that the odds ratio overestimates the relative risk 

when the odds ratio is larger than 1 [19,20]. This overestimation becomes larger when the 

number of incidences of outcome increases. When the odds ratio is less than 1, it 

underestimates the relative risk. The relative risk is more interpretable whereas one 

advantage of the odds ratio is that it is not dependent on the event’s occurrence or failure. 

Therefore, it may be useful to calculate both measures to cross-check results [21].

5.1. Dominant model

By definition of relative risk in the dominant model, we have
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(12)

Using Eqs. (7) and (12), we obtain

(13)

Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (7), we compute qAA. Accordingly, we can obtain 

pBB+AB=1−pAA and qBB+AB=1−qAA.

5.2. Recessive model

Similarly, the relative risk in the recessive model is expressed as follows:

(14)

Using Eqs. (10) and (14), pBB becomes

(15)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (10), we can obtain qBB. Finally, we have all four 

probabilities: pBB, pAB+AA=1−pBB, qBB, and qAB+AA=1−qBB.

6. Results

We tested the proposed simulation methods for disease/endpoint models based on SNP 

genotypes. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of simulation results using SITDEM. Fig. 2 illustrates 

an example of experimental results obtained using the simulation type III. In this test, the 

following parameters were used: , K=0.3, and 200 samples. To investigate the change 

of p-value against predicted relative risk according to the MAF, the experiment was iterated 

with different MAF values (α=0.1, 0.2, 0.3). After 10,000 simulations, −log10(p-values) 

were averaged in each bin (the size of bin=0.2) of the predicted relative risk. In this study, 

Fisher’s exact test was employed to compute the p-value. It was observed that as the MAF 

increased, the −log10(p-value) also increased in both dominant and recessive models. It is 

worthy of noting that the −log10(p-value) in the dominant model was greater than that in the 

recessive model. The dominant model had a smaller standard deviation when α=0.2 and 0.3. 

In contrast, when α=0.1, the recessive model had a smaller standard deviation.

We also simulated a special case with an odds ratio of 1. With α=0.3, 300 samples, and 

different prevalences of endpoint (K=0.05, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.85, 0.95), dominant and 

recessive models were tested. Fig. 3(A) and (B) illustrates the −log10(p-value) against 

predicted odds ratio in the dominant and recessive models, respectively, after 10,000 
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simulations. As shown in the figure, when K=0.5 (i.e., when the number of cases and 

controls is the same), the largest −log10(p-values) were obtained in both models. The 

−log10(p-value) was greater in the dominant model than in the recessive model.

In an extreme case with an odds ratio of 0.1 using the same values for other parameters as 

the above test, it was observed that the range of predicted odds ratio is much narrower in the 

dominant model than that in the recessive model. In K=0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, the largest 

predicted odds ratio was 0.3 in the dominant model whereas the largest predicted odds ratio 

was 0.7 (K=0.3) and 0.5 (K=0.5 and 0.7) in the recessive model.

Our simulation models produce the possible range of p-value and odds ratio (or relative risk) 

for a single SNP given parameters. If a combination of p-value and odds ratio is determined, 

using the Bonferroni correction the maximum number of SNPs for which the SNP becomes 

statistically significant can be calculated. Fig. 4(A) shows simulation results with p(BB)=0.5, 

p(AB)=0.2, p(AA)=0.2, α=0.3, and the number of simulations=10,000 for the number of 

samples (n)=300, 500, and 1000. The top, middle, and bottom horizontal dotted lines 

indicate −log10(p-values) required to have the significance level of 0.05 after Bonferroni 

correction for 20 SNPs, 10 SNPs, and 1 SNP, respectively. As the number of samples 

increased, the −log10(p-value) became larger. In particular, as the predicted odds ratio 

increased, the −log10(p-value) increased dramatically. Fig. 4(B) illustrates the change of 

minimum odds ratio against the number of SNPs required to have the p≤0.05.

To estimate the statistical validity of the proposed method, an additional test was performed 

with the following parameters: , K=0.3, α=0.3, and 200 samples. Our null hypothesis 

was that there is no difference between observed and predicted relative risks. However, it is 

very difficult to show the result of hypothesis testing. Instead, we showed how intuitively 

similar the simulation results are to the observed ones. Fig. 5 displays the probability density 

function (PDF) of predicted relative risk in a dominant model, where the y-axis indicates the 

normalized frequency within the bin of predicted relative risk after 10,000 simulations. Note 

that the total area of bars is 1. A theoretical 95% confidence interval calculated with the 

above parameters is from 0.86 to 2.03 (indicated by the two vertical lines in Fig. 5). That is, 

the expected frequency of occurrence that predicted relative risks fall into the range from 

0.86 to 2.03 is 9500 out of 10,000 simulations. In our simulation, the area within the 

confidence interval was 0.948:

This means that the occurrence of predicted relative risks falling into the theoretical 95% 

confidence interval was 9480. It is noted that the occurrence obtained from the simulation is 

very similar to the expected number, suggesting that our simulation method is considerably 

robust. In addition, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) test was performed using the 

“mle” function in MATLAB. As a result, an MLE of 1.34 was obtained, which is also 

similar to the input relative risk, .

In another attempt for validation of the proposed method, we calculated the median 

predicted odds ratio for the simulation performed in Fig. 3. Table 2 summarizes the results. 
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In the dominant model, for different K values, the median predicted odds ratio was more or 

less the same as the input odds ratio (r=1) whereas in the recessive model the difference 

between the median predicted odds ratio and the input odds ratio was slightly higher than 

that in the dominant model. Interestingly, in extreme cases with K=0.05 and 0.95 in the 

recessive model, the median predicted odds ratio was relatively different from the input odds 

ratio having 0.84 and 1.23, respectively. Nonetheless, overall these results shown in the two 

validation tests indicate that SITDEM is robust enough to simulate genotype data based on 

parameters observed in GWAS analysis.

7. Discussion

We presented three different methods for simulation of disease/endpoint models based on 

genotypes. These methods were implemented as a Web service package that provides the 

change of p-value against predicted relative risk or odds ratio when some parameters at a 

SNP are given. This simulation tool could be particularly useful for investigating the 

relationship among several parameters including penetrance values, prevalence of endpoint, 

MAF, number of samples, and odds ratio or relative risk and for evaluating the number of 

SNPs in multiple comparisons required to have significant p-values.

In the binary classification problems (e.g., case vs. control), the distribution of samples in 

the two groups is important to find statistically significant variables. As shown in Fig. 3, as 

the prevalence of endpoint (K) increased starting from 0.05, the −log10(p-value) became 

larger. It reached the peak when K=0.5 (i.e., when the number of cases and controls is 

equally distributed) and started to decrease when K>0.5. As the predicted odds ratio 

increased, there was a greater increase in −log10(p-value) in the dominant model than in the 

recessive model. However, in the extreme conditions with K=0.05 and K=0.95, the −log10(p-

value) remained little change in the whole range of predicted odds ratio in both models. To 

address this problem that may be caused in the classification problem with imbalanced data, 

several algorithms have been proposed. One possible solution is to iteratively select samples 

from the minority group and add them to the group to form a balanced dataset [22].

To validate the methods used in SITDEM, we performed the MLE test. The MLE obtained 

after simulation was very similar to the input value. Moreover, around 95% of the predicted 

values fell within the theoretical 95% confidence interval. In another test, the median 

predicted odds ratios with different prevalences of endpoint were quite similar to the input 

odds ratio except for the extreme conditions (K=0.05 and 0.95) in the recessive model. 

Overall, these results show that SITDEM could be reliably used to simulate genetic data 

based on the parameters observed in GWAS analysis.

To examine the influence of MAF of a SNP, we performed a simulation changing MAF 

values. As shown in Fig. 2, overall the −log10(p-value) in the dominant model was greater 

than that in the recessive model. When the MAF increased, there was a relatively 

considerable increase in the −log10(p-value) in the recessive model whereas the −log10(p-

value) increase in the dominant model was relatively small, implying that the recessive 

model is more sensitive to the MAF.
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We investigated the effect of sample size in the relationship between the p-value and odds 

ratio. As shown in Fig. 4(A), given a predicted odds ratio as the number of samples 

increased, the −log10(p-value) increased significantly. Given the number of SNPs, as the 

number of samples increased, the minimum odds ratio needed to have the p≤0.05 after 

Bonferroni correction decreased, suggesting that the number of samples is an important 

factor in the statistical analysis.

The goal of simulation is to approximate real biological processes or quantitative results 

using reasonable assumptions for modeling or sampling [23]. The lack of deep 

understanding of data characteristics and biological processes may cause the discrepancy 

between simulated and real results. It is obvious that as the number of assumptions in a 

model decreases in an intuitively reasonable manner, the accuracy of simulation increases. 

In this study, the probability of genotypes used for data sampling was calculated with only 

one assumption, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, that is a reasonable assumption for genetic 

models [24]. Moreover, our methods use parameters observed in GWAS analysis, which has 

a great advantage compared to other existing methods that require large-scale genomic data 

as a reference in the simulation. We expect to continue developing SITDEM, adding more 

useful functions, e.g., comparison test of different sample sizes. In addition to the Web 

application, in the SITDEM website, MATLAB codes for our proposed methods are also 

available. Users can modify them easily for comparison tests and their purpose of study.

8. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed new simulation methods for disease/endpoint models. SITDEM 

provides this simulation function as a Web package. Its easy use and graphical interface 

environment allow users to simulate disease/endpoint models quickly and easily. This tool 

also can be used for educational or training purpose. Our experimental results including 

validation tests demonstrated the potential of our simulation methods. It is expected that our 

proposed methods could be efficiently used to simulate genotype data based on parameters 

observed for target SNPs in GWAS.
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Fig. 1. 
A screenshot of simulation results in SITDEM. The following parameters were used: minor 

allele frequency=0.3, rate of endpoint=0.3, odds ratio=1.6, the number of samples=1000, 

and the number of simulations=5000.
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Fig. 2. 
Experimental results for different minor allele frequencies in the simulation type III. This 

plot shows the −log10(p-value) against predicted relative risk in (A) dominant and (B) 

recessive models.
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Fig. 3. 
Simulation results with minor allele frequency=0.3, odds ratio=1, the number of 

samples=300, and the number of simulations=10,000 changing the prevalence of endpoint 

(K) in (A) dominant and (B) recessive models.
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Fig. 4. 
(A) Simulation results with p(BB)=0.5, p(AB)=0.2, p(AA)=0.2, minor allele frequency=0.3, 

and the number of simulations=10,000 for the number of samples (n)=300, 500, and 1000. 

The top, middle, and bottom horizontal dotted lines indicate –log10(p-values) required to 

have the significance level of 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for 20 SNPs, 10 SNPs, and 1 

SNP, respectively. (B) Minimum odds ratio against the number of SNPs required to have the 

p≤0.05.
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Fig. 5. 
Probability density function (PDF) of the normalized frequency against predicted relative 

risk. This PDF plot was obtained after 10,000 simulations in a dominant model. The two 

vertical lines indicate a theoretical 95% confidence interval for the observed relative risk.
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Table 1

A probability table for simulation of endpoint models.

BB AB AA

Endpoint pBB=α2×fBB/K pAB=2α(1−α)×fAB/K pAA=(1−α)2×fAA/K

Non-endpoint qBB=α2×(1−fBB)/(1−K) qAB=2α(1−α)×(1−fAB)/(1−K) qAA=(1−α)2×(1−fAA)/(1−K)

HWEa p(BB)=α2 p(AB)=2α(1−α) p(AA)=(1−α)2

a
HWE=Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium.
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Table 2

Median predicted odds ratio when an odds ratio of 1 and different prevalences of endpoint were used. These 

results were obtained from the simulation performed in Fig. 3.

Prevalence of endpoint (K) Median predicted odds ratio

Dominant model Recessive model

0.05 1.01 0.84

0.15 1.01 0.97

0.30 1.00 0.99

0.50 1.01 0.98

0.70 1.00 1.02

0.85 1.00 1.03

0.95 1.00 1.23
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